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The Paideia of the LORD
Teaching the Person, Not Just the Mind
JOHN

G.

NORDLING

for the catechesis,
hymnody, education, and prayer deemed essential by ,
many Lutherans. 1 But just what is paideia? A search for
the word in two English dictionaries was unsuccessful; a definition that seems helpful for our purposes appears in volume five
of the Theological Dictionary of the New Testament:

P

AIDEIA PROVIDES A FOUNDATION

Ilm8ela, rcm8£uELv, denotes the upbringing and handling
of the child which is growing up to maturity and which
thus needs direction, teaching, instruction and a certain
measure of compulsion in the form of discipline or even
chastisement. 2

Kaya86c;); 14 that it was intended for free men in civil society; 15
that it remained a privilege of the ruling classes; 16 and so forth.
We get more quickly to the point by focusing upon Bertram's
initial definition of paideia- namely, that it was instruction
that bestowed "a certain measure of compulsion in the form of
discipline or even chastisement."17 The notion of" discipline or
even chastisement" lo0111s large wherever paideia was discussed
in antiquity. In the household, fathers were most responsible
for inscribing the correct morals, attitudes, and dispositions
upon their sons, but they could not do this alone; rather, they

1.
The Greek word rcaic; rcm86c;, m./f. ("child") provides a sure
indication of what paideia means, and that is the rearing of
children; 3 only secondarily does the word mean "training and
teaching, education,'>4 "mental culture, learning, education,"5
"chastisement,'>6 or even "[the] culture of trees"! 7 Paideia's connection to children is evident also in such cognates as rcm8Euw
("bring up or rear a child"), 8 rcm8wn1ic; ("teacher, instructor"),9 and especially rcm8aywy6c; ("slave who went with a boy
from home to school and back again") 10 -terms which occur
frequently in the New Testament also.11
The preceding lexical survey indicates, therefore, that paideia represents a vast and fascinating topic, and one to which we
cannot do full justice here. I intend, then, to make three related
points about paideia in what remains of this article: first, the
severe nature of paideia in the Greek sources; second, the ideal
paideia should be distinguished from legalistic biblicism; and
third, biblical paideia is intended for all Christians, not just
children. In the conclusion I shall suggest that the paideia of the
Lord consists in bring "schooled in the gospel,'' so to speak.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

The following essay was presented originally on 25 April 2009, as
the first plenary paper at "Reason for Hope: The Lutheran's Defense
in the Battle for Our Minds, Bodies, and Souls;' Lutheran Lecture
Series - Midwest, hosted by Trinity Lutheran Church, Marcus, IA.
G. Bertram, "nmoEuw, KTA," Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 5:596.
This is the first and so foundational meaning of the word paideia (nmoEla-Ela<;, f.) in Liddell, Scott, and Jones, A Greek-English
Lexicon [hereinafter LSJ), New ed. (Oxford, UK: Clarendon Press,
1940; repr. 1966), 1286 (I): "rearing of a child," on the basis of Aeschylus Sept. Theb. 18.
LSJ 1286 (l.2), on the basis of Aristophanes Nubes 961; Thucydides
2.39; Plato Phaedo 107d; Philebus 55d.
LSJ 1286 (I.3), on the basis of Democritus 180; Plato Protagoras
327d; Gorgias 47oe; Republic 376e; Aristotle Politica 1338a30, etc.
LSJ 1286 (I.7), on the basis ofLXX Prov 22:15; Heb 12:5.
LSJ 1286 (I.4), on the basis ofTheophrastus De Causis Plantarum
3-7-4.

8. LSJ 1287 (Li).
9. LSJ 1287 (Li), on the basis of Plato Republic 493c. Other definitions
include "minister of education," LSJ 1287 (I.2), on the basis of Plato
Leges 811d; and ''corrector, chastiser," LSJ 1287 (II), on the basis of
Heb 12:9.
10. LSJ 1286 (I), on the basis of Herodotus 8.75; Euripides Ion 725; Electra 287; Antiphon 3-3.7; Lysias 32.28; Plato Lysis 208c, and so forth
11. IImoEla-a<;, f. (Eph 6:4; 2 Tim 3:16; Heb 12:5, 7, 8, 11); TIQLOEUW (Lk
23:16, 22; Acts 7:22; 22:3; 1 Cor 11:32; 2 Cor 6:9; 1 Tim 1:20; 2 Tim
2:25; Ti 2:12; Heb 12:6, 7, 10; Rv 3:19); nmoEUT~<; -ou, m. (Rom 2:20;
Heb 12:9); nmoaywyo<; (1 Cor 4:15; Gal 3:24, 25).
12. Bertram, "nmoEuw, KTA," 5:597.
13. Ibid., 5:598, on the basis of Aristotle Politica 1337a 2.
14. Bertram, "nmoEuw, KTA," 5:598; LSJ 869 (I). For the depiction of"a
perfect gentleman," see Herodotus 1.30; Aristophanes Equites 185,
735; Thucydides 4.40; 8.48; Xenophon Historia Graeca 5.3.9; Aristotle Politica 1293b 39.
15. Bertram, "natoEuw, KTA," 5:599, on the basis of Ps-Plutarch De Liberis Educandis ia; 7c.
16. Bertram, "nmoEuw, KTA," 5:600.
17. See note 2 above.

THE SEVERE NATURE OF PAIDEIA
IN THE GREEK SOURCES
Those who write on ancient education typically point out various attributes of paideia - such as, for example, that paideia
was characteristic of Greek culture; 12 that it was designed to
address various natural presuppositions one finds in children; 13
that it has as its aim the formation of the "good" man (KaMc;
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were dependent upon the so-called boy-leader (nmoaywyoi<.;),
whose duty it was to conduct a boy or youth to and from school
and to superintend the latter's conduct in general. What type of
conduct? Here it would be best simply to cite from an ancient
tract on the teaching of children, perhaps wrongly attributed to
Plutarch (ca. A.D. 50-120), entitled, "Regarding the Raising of
Children" (Gk: Ilept Ilmowv Aywyric;; Lat. De Liberis Educandis).18 "Now there is another point which should not be omitted," the pseudo-Plutarch says, and that is
in choosing the younger slaves [Tu nmo[a] who are to be the
servants and companions of young masters, those should
be sought out who are, first and foremost, sound in character [crnouoaia Touc; Tponouc;], who are Greeks as well, and
distinct of speech, so that the children may not be contaminated by barbarians and persons of low character, and so
take on some of their commonness. The proverb-makers
say, and quite to the point, "If you dwell with a lame man,
you will learn to limp."19

While fathers do a good job of assigning trustworthy slaves to estate
management, often they put good/or-nothings in charge of their sons.

We see from this description that the boy-leaders were
slaves - indeed, "younger slaves" (Ta nmo[a). They were supposed to be Greeks themselves (so as not to instill uncouth vulgarities in the speech of the children), and "sound in character"
(crnouoafo Touc; Tponouc;). Elsewhere in the tract the pseudoPlutarch counsels fathers not to entrust one's children inadvertently "to slaves taken in war or to barbarians or to those who
are unstable" (avopan68mc; ~ pappapotc; ~ naAtµP6Amc;). 20 He
goes on to complain that while fathers do a good job of assigning
trustworthy slaves to estate management, ship captaincy, trade,
house stewardship, and even money-lending, it often happens
that they put wine-bibbers, gluttons, and complete good-fornothings in charge of their sons. 21 Teachers - and here he must
mean free teachers (8toacrKaAouc; 22)- must be sought for the

18. It has been set "among the spuria which have infiltrated the Plutarchean corpus:' So D. A. Russell, "Plutarch;' in The Oxford Classical
Dictionary [hereinafter OCD], ed. N. G. L. Hammond and H. H.,
2nd ed. (Oxford, UK: Clarendon Press, 1970; repr. 1984) 849.
19. Ps-Plutarch, De Liberis Educandis, trans. Babbitt Loeb, Loeb Classical Library [hereinafter LCL]), 3 f.
20. Ibid., 4a.
21. Ibid.
22. Ibid., 4b.

children who are free from scandal in their lives, who are unimpeachable in their manners, and in experience the very best that
may be found, for "to receive a proper education is the source
and root [nriy~ ... Kal p[(a] of all goodness."23 A poor paideia
results in sons who "throw themselves headlong into disorderly
and slavish pleasures [en[ ... TU<; UTUKTOU<; KUL avopanoowoEL<;
~oovac;]."24 Fathers regret that they have been false to their duty
in the education of sons when they see the latter
take up with flatterers and parasites, abominable men of
obscure origins, corrupters and spoilers of youth[;] others
buy the freedom of courtesans and prostitutes, proud and
sumptuous in expense; still others give themselves up to
the pleasures of the table, while others come to wreck in
dice and revels, and some finally take to the wilder forms
of evildoing, such as adultery and bacchanalian routs,
ready to pay with life itself for a single pleasure. But if these
men had become conversant with the higher education
[<ptAocrocp[~], they perhaps would not have allowed themselves to be dominated by such practices, and they would
at least have become acquainted with the precept of Diogenes, who with coarseness of speech, but with substantial
truth, advises and says, "Go into any brothel to learn that
there is no difference between what costs money and what
costs nothing [e'tcreA9E Eic; nopvEi6v nou, LVU µa8nc; on TWV
ava([wv TU TtµLa OUOEV OLU<pEpEt]."25
The preceding quotation ends with a crude joke attributed to
one Diogenes, the precise person of whom I could not track
down in the electronic data base Thesaurus Linguae Graecae; 26
presumably the crack about learning at the brothel that there is
no difference between what costs money (illicit sex with prostitutes) and what costs nothing (bad morals) would not offend
the sensitivities of pseudo-Plutarch's readers who, as seems assumed, were themselves products of a good education (and so
would not have patronized brothels!).
But getting back to paideia as a kind of "compulsion in the
form of discipline or even chastisement": it seems safe to assume that Greek educators in general regarded students in the
initial stages of their learning as nearly passive entities - like
soil needing to be tilled, gems needing to be polished, marble
slabs needing to be chiseled into statues, and other inanimate
objects ancient educators used to describe what for them was
an indispensible aspect of education in the initial stages. 27
This passivity on the part of the one trained has as its modern

23.
24.
25.
26.

Ibid., 4c.
Ibid., 5a.
Ibid., she.
However, Babbitt cites (De Liberis Educandis, 5c note a) Palantine
Anthology 5 num. 301 (cf. Greek Anthology in LCL, 1:291, 22); Plutarch Moralia 1044b; and Athenaeus 4.48.
27. "The work of the farmer is an illustration of paideia. The natural
ability of the child is like the earth waiting to receive the seed; the
teacher is like the farmer; his words of admonition and instruction
are like the seed" (Bertram, "nm<'iEuw, KTA," 5:599).
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equivalent a statement I can remember my own father making
when I was a lad, and that is that "children should be seen and
not heard."28 There are any number of ancient commonplaces
which correspond to what dad said so many years ago; here is
one from the pseudo-Plutarch: "As husbandmen [o[ yewpyo[]
place stakes beside the young plants, so do competent teachers with all care set their precepts and exhortations beside the
young, in order that their characters may grow to be upright."29
The meaning is clear: the best education occurs when a child's
character is young and pliant, not when age, experience, and a
thousand substandard attitudes of mind creep in. The "precepts
and exhortations" that the pseudo-Plutarch describes train im-,
pressionable youngsters to be "upright" - like trellises set beside
spreading grapevines, or props supporting apple trees bursting
with fruit. Planting was of great interest to the ancients in general, especially with its implications for molding the young and
eventual fruit production:
One [planter], cutting off the tender suckers from the body
of their mother, sets them in the furrows; another buries
the stocks in the ground, and stakes split in four, and poles
with the wood sharpened to a point; and some trees expect
the bent-down arches of a layer, and living nurseries in
their native soil. Others have no need of any root; and the
planter makes no scruple to commit to earth the topmost
shoots, restoring them [to their parent soil]. Even (what is
wondrous to relate) after the trunk is cut in pieces, the olivetree shoots forth roots from the dry wood. Often we see the
boughs of one tree transformed, with no disadvantage, into
those of another, and a pear-tree, being changed, bear ingrafted apples, and stony cornels grow upon plum stocks. 30
Lycurgus, traditional founder of the Spartan constitution, 31
was supposed to have made pronouncements about the training of boys to which all Greeks looked back, even though many
nowadays "doubt his existence."32 The point is that during boyhood "self-will [cppovriµa] makes strong root in a boy's mind, a
tendency to insolence [uppiv] manifests itself, and ... keen appetites for pleasure [tcrxupOTUTU<; ... em8uµ[ac; TWV ~oovwv] in
different forms take possession of him.''33 In Sparta, therefore,

28. Based on my own memory of statements to this effect my father
used to make. It is impossible to know the source of these remarks.
29. Ps-Plutarch De Liberis Educandis 4c.
30. Vergil Georgics 2.23-34, in The Works of Virgil, trans. T. A. Buckley (New York: Harper~ Brothers, 1855), 50-51.
31. For this Lycurgus see Herodotus 1.65-66; and Plutarch Lycurgus.
32. "Modern opinion sees much of his social system (the a.ywy~) as a
survival of primitive tribal customs, much of Sparta's later character (for example, her austerity) as a gradual development conditioned by her peculiar economic and political position, many of his
other reforms (for example, a ban on coinage) as later accretions,
and this, with ancient doubts about his date and life and the obvious elements of romance in the tradition, has led many to doubt
his existence" (W. G. Forrest, "Lycurgus [2]," OCD, 628-29).
33. Xenophon Respublica Laecedaemoniorum III.2, in Scripta Minora, trans. Marchant, LCL, 148-49.

37
the young were subjected to constant rounds of work and contrived occupations, with harsh penalties for noncompliance. 34
Desiring to instill modesty (To aloeicr8m) in the lads, Lycurgus
reportedly required them to
keep their hands under their cloaks, to walk [about] in silence, not to look about them, but to fix their eyes on the
ground. The effect of this rule has been to prove that even
in the matter of decorum the male is stronger than the female sex. At any rate you would expect a stone image to
utter a sound sooner than those lads; you would sooner
attract the attention of a bronze figure; you might think
them [to be] more modest even than a young bride in the
bridal chamber. When they have taken their place at a public meal, you must be content if you can get an answer to
a question. Such [opines Xenophon] was the care that he
bestowed on the growing lads. 35

In Sparta, therefore, the young were
subjected to constant rounds of work
and contrived occupations, with
harsh penalties for noncompliance.

An aspect of paideia that should be mentioned here is the
concept's use in the Greek translation of the Old Testament
(LXX)-namely, in Wisdom Literature, Psalms, prophetic
writings, Hellenistic and Rabbinic Judaism, Philo, Josephus,
and related topics in Bertram's article. 36 Provided to this point
is a reasonably clear picture of what paideia meant to the ancients, and upon that foundation we shall next consider the
New Testament evidence.
THE IDEAL PAIDEIA SHOULD BE DISTINGUISHED
FROM LEGALISTIC BIBLICISM
The writer of Hebrews states, "My son, do not regard lightly the
discipline ofthe Lord . .." (Heb 12:5 RSV; emphasis added). These
few words comprise the first part of this article's title - namely, "the Paideia of the Lord ..." (Gk. nmoe[ac; Kup[ou). As we
have seen in the Greek examples, so verbal cognates of nmoe1ia

34. Ibid., III.2-3.
35. Ibid., III.4-5. Xenophon's Spartan Constitution was "written c[a.]
388 [BC] in a mood of gratitude to the Spartans who had settled
him [Xenophon] at Scillus. It is a laudatory and uncritical account
of the Spartan system, which attracted the attention of the philosophers for its apparent stability" (D. J. Mosley, "Xenophon [1],"
OCD, 1142).
36. For the complete list of topics covered in Bertram's article see
"nm<'ieuw, KTA," 5:596.
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were dependent upon the so-called boy-leader (nauSaywyoic;),
whose duty it was to conduct a boy or youth to and from school
and to superintend the latter's conduct in general. What type of
conduct? Here it would be best simply to cite from an ancient
tract on the teaching of children, perhaps wrongly attributed to
Plutarch (ca. A.D. 50-120), entitled, "Regarding the Raising of
Children" (Gk: IlEpL Ilm8wv Aywy11c;; Lat. De Liberis Educandis).18 "Now there is another point which should not be omitted," the pseudo-Plutarch says, and that is
in choosing the younger slaves [,a nm8ia] who are to be the
servants and companions of young masters, those should
be sought out who are, first and foremost, sound in character [anou8a'ia -rove; -rponouc;], who are Greeks as well, and
distinct of speech, so that the children may not be contaminated by barbarians and persons of low character, and so
take on some of their commonness. The proverb-makers
say, and quite to the point, "If you dwell with a lame man,
you will learn to limp."19

While fat hers do a good job of assigning trustworthy slaves to estate
management, often they put good/or-nothings in charge of their sons.

We see from this description that the boy-leaders were
slaves - indeed, "younger slaves" (,a nmoia). They were supposed to be Greeks themselves (so as not to instill uncouth vulgarities in the speech of the children), and "sound in character"
(anouoa'ia -roi>c; -rponouc;). Elsewhere in the tract the pseudoPlutarch counsels fathers not to entrust one's children inadvertently "to slaves taken in war or to barbarians or to those who
are unstable" (av8pan68mc; ~ pappapotc; ~ naAtµPoAmc;). 20 He
goes on to complain that while fathers do a good job of assigning
trustworthy slaves to estate management, ship captaincy, trade,
house stewardship, and even money-lending, it often happens
that they put wine-bibbers, gluttons, and complete good-fornothings in charge of their sons. 21 Teachers - and here he must
mean free teachers (8L8aaKo.Aouc; 22 ) - must be sought for the

18. It has been set "among the spuria which have infiltrated the Plutarchean corpus:' So D. A. Russell, "Plutarch;' in The Oxford Classical
Dictionary [hereinafter OCD], ed. N. G. L. Hammond and H. H.,
2nd ed. (Oxford, UK: Clarendon Press, 1970; repr. 1984) 849.
19. Ps-Plutarch, De Liberis Educandis, trans. Babbitt Loeb, Loeb Classical Library [hereinafter LCL]), 3 f.
20. Ibid., 4a.
21. Ibid.
22. Ibid., 4b.

children who are free from scandal in their lives, who are unimpeachable in their manners, and in experience the very best that
may be found, for "to receive a proper education is the source
and root [n11y~ ... Kal pi(a] of all goodness."23 A poor paideia
results in sons who "throw themselves headlong into disorderly
and slavish pleasures [tni ... -rac; UTO.KTOU<; Kal avopanoow8ELc;
~8ovo.c;].'' 24 Fathers regret that they have been false to their duty
in the education of sons when they see the latter
take up with flatterers and parasites, abominable men of
obscure origins, corrupters and spoilers of youth[;] others
buy the freedom of courtesans and prostitutes, proud and
sumptuous in expense; still others give themselves up to
the pleasures of the table, while others come to wreck in
dice and revels, and some finally take to the wilder forms
of evildoing, such as adultery and bacchanalian routs,
ready to pay with life itself for a single pleasure. But if these
men had become conversant with the higher education
[cptAoaocpiq], they perhaps would not have allowed themselves to be dominated by such practices, and they would
at least have become acquainted with the precept of Diogenes, who with coarseness of speech, but with substantial
truth, advises and says, "Go into any brothel to learn that
there is no difference between what costs money and what
costs nothing [dGEA9E Eic; nopVELOV JtOU, \'.va µo.enc; on TWV
ava~iwv TQ -riµta OUOEV OLacpEpEL]."25
The preceding quotation ends with a crude joke attributed to
one Diogenes, the precise person of whom I could not track
down in the electronic data base Thesaurus Linguae Graecae; 26
presumably the crack about learning at the brothel that there is
no difference between what costs money (illicit sex with prostitutes) and what costs nothing (bad morals) would not offend
the sensitivities of pseudo-Plutarch's readers who, as seems assumed, were themselves products of a good education (and so
would not have patronized brothels!).
But getting back to paideia as a kind of "compulsion in the
form of discipline or even chastisement": it seems safe to assume that Greek educators in general regarded students in the
initial stages of their learning as nearly passive entities - like
soil needing to be tilled, gems needing to be polished, marble
slabs needing to be chiseled into statues, and other inanimate
objects ancient educators used to describe what for them was
an indispensible aspect of education in the initial stages. 27
This passivity on the part of the one trained has as its modern

23.
24.
25.
26.

Ibid., 4c.
Ibid., 5a.
Ibid., she.
However, Babbitt cites (De Liberis Educandis, 5c note a) Palantine
Anthology 5 num. 301 (cf. Greek Anthology in LCL, 1:291, 22); Plutarch Moralia 1044b; and Athenaeus 4.48.
27. "The work of the farmer is an illustration of paideia. The natural
ability of the child is like the earth waiting to receive the seed; the
teacher is like the farmer; his words of admonition and instruction
are like the seed" (Bertram, "nmOEUW, KTA," 5:599).
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equivalent a statement I can remember my own father making
when I was a lad, and that is that "children should be seen and
not heard."28 There are any number of ancient commonplaces
which correspond to what dad said so many years ago; here is
one from the pseudo-Plutarch: "As husbandmen [oi yewpyoi]
place stakes beside the young plants, so do competent teachers with all care set their precepts and exhortations beside the
young, in order that their characters may grow to be upright."29
The meaning is clear: the best education occurs when a child's
character is young and pliant, not when age, experience, and a
thousand substandard attitudes of mind creep in. The "precepts
and exhortations" that the pseudo-Plutarch describes train im- ,
pressionable youngsters to be "upright" - like trellises set beside
spreading grapevines, or props supporting apple trees bursting
with fruit. Planting was of great interest to the ancients in general, especially with its implications for molding the young and
eventual fruit production:
One [planter], cutting off the tender suckers from the body
of their mother, sets them in the furrows; another buries
the stocks in the ground, and stakes split in four, and poles
with the wood sharpened to a point; and some trees expect
the bent-down arches of a layer, and living nurseries in
their native soil. Others have no need of any root; and the
planter makes no scruple to commit to earth the topmost
shoots, restoring them [to their parent soil]. Even (what is
wondrous to relate) after the trunk is cut in pieces, the olivetree shoots forth roots from the dry wood. Often we see the
boughs of one tree transformed, with no disadvantage, into
those of another, and a pear-tree, being changed, bear ingrafted apples, and stony cornels grow upon plum stocks. 30
Lycurgus, traditional founder of the Spartan constitution, 31
was supposed to have made pronouncements about the training of boys to which all Greeks looked back, even though many
nowadays "doubt his existence."32 The point is that during boyhood "self-will [cppov11µa] makes strong root in a boy's mind, a
tendency to insolence [upptv] manifests itself, and ... keen appetites for pleasure [iaxupo-ro.-rac; ... tmeuµiac; TWV ~oovwv] in
different forms take possession of him."33 In Sparta, therefore,

28. Based on my own memory of statements to this effect my father
used to make. It is impossible to know the source of these remarks.
29. Ps-Plutarch De Liberis Educandis 4c.
30. Vergil Georgics 2.23-34, in The Works of Virgil, trans. T. A. Buckley (New York: Harper \l<' Brothers, 1855), 50-51.
31. For this Lycurgus see Herodotus 1.65-66; and Plutarch Lycurgus.
32. "Modern opinion sees much of his social system (the aywy~) as a
survival of primitive tribal customs, much of Sparta's later character (for example, her austerity) as a gradual development conditioned by her peculiar economic and political position, many of his
other reforms (for example, a ban on coinage) as later accretions,
and this, with ancient doubts about his date and life and the obvious elements of romance in the tradition, has led many to doubt
his existence" (W. G. Forrest, "Lycurgus [2]," OCD, 628-29).
33. Xenophon Respublica Laecedaemoniorum III.2, in Scripta Minora, trans. Marchant, LCL, 148-49.

37
the young were subjected to constant rounds of work and contrived occupations, with harsh penalties for noncompliance. 34
Desiring to instill modesty (,6 ai8E'ia9m) in the lads, Lycurgus
reportedly required them to
keep their hands under their cloaks, to walk [about] in silence, not to look about them, but to fix their eyes on the
ground. The effect of this rule has been to prove that even
in the matter of decorum the male is stronger than the female sex. At any rate you would expect a stone image to
utter a sound sooner than those lads; you would sooner
attract the attention of a bronze figure; you might think
them [to be] more modest even than a young bride in the
bridal chamber. When they have taken their place at a public meal, you must be content if you can get an answer to
a question. Such [opines Xenophon] was the care that he
bestowed on the growing lads. 35

In Sparta, therefore, the young were
subjected to constant rounds of work
and contrived occupations, with
harsh penalties for noncompliance.

An aspect of paideia that should be mentioned here is the
concept's use in the Greek translation of the Old Testament
(LXX) - namely, in Wisdom Literature, Psalms, prophetic
writings, Hellenistic and Rabbinic Judaism, Philo, Josephus,
and related topics in Bertram's article. 36 Provided to this point
is a reasonably clear picture of what paideia meant to the ancients, and upon that foundation we shall next consider the
New Testament evidence.
THE IDEAL PAIDEIA SHOULD BE DISTINGUISHED
FROM LEGALISTIC BIBLICISM
The writer of Hebrews states, "My son, do not regard lightly the
discipline ofthe Lord . .." (Heb 12:5 RSV; emphasis added). These
few words comprise the first part of this article's title - namely, "the Paideia of the Lord .. .'' (Gk. nm8eiac; Kupiou). As we
have seen in the Greek examples, so verbal cognates of nm8ELia

34. Ibid., III.2-3.
35. Ibid., III.4-5. Xenophon's Spartan Constitution was "written c[a.]
388 [BC] in a mood of gratitude to the Spartans who had settled
him [Xenophon] at Scillus. It is a laudatory and uncritical account
of the Spartan system, which attracted the attention of the philosophers for its apparent stability" (D. J. Mosley, "Xenophon (1],"
OCD, 1142).
36. For the complete list of topics covered in Bertram's article see
"nmOEuw, KTA," 5:596.
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possess a considerable range of meanings in the New Testament also, 37 and that is the first point to make. Take the verb
1m1oeuw, for example, for which LSJ supplies the meaning "I
bring up or rear a child"; 38 we see the same general meaning
attached to Acts 7:22: "Moses was instructed [brmoeu8ri] in all
the wisdom of the Egyptians" (RSV; emphasis added). Contrast this generic meaning with a more specialized nuance of
nmoeuw in Luke 23:16: "I will therefore chastise him [nmoeucrac;
... mh6v] and release him" (RSV; identically in Lk 23:22). With
respect to the latter passage, I. Howard Marshall writes that
Luke chose nmoeuw because the education of children was
"understood to include whipping as well as instruction."39
What Luke desired to emphasize in his telling of the Passion
was that Pilate supposed Jesus innocent and was resolved to
let him go; however, to appease the Jews and punish Jesus for
being a nuisance, Pilate intended to submit Jesus to a scourging (nmornicrac;) - literally, to "treat [him] as a child," or "teach
him a lesson."40 Interestingly, the Marean parallel provides a
different perspective on the same event. There cppaye11.11.6w occurs: "and having scourged Jesus [cppaye11.11.wcrac;] he delivered
him to be crucified" (Mk 15:15 RSV; emphasis added): "The
word [nmoeuicrac;] may indicate a less severe punishment than
cppayeH6w, which is used in Mk. 15:15 of the scourging which
was a preliminary to crucifixion."41

There is plenty in Scripture to justify
those traditional views that various
back-to-the-basics educators
typically espouse.

But let us return to that first passage above wherein Stephen, at his martyrdom, remarked that Moses "was instructed
[E1tmOeu8ri] in all the wisdom of the Egyptians" (Acts 7:22 RSV;
emphasis added). No more generic significance of nmoeuw
might seem to exist; however, a little probing reveals that here
too the Greek text reveals much more than standard translations into English suggest. As most know, Aaron became Moses' spokesman because the latter was devoid of eloquence (Ex

37. For the use of nau'iela and related words in the New Testament see
note 11 above.
38. See note 8 above.
39. I. Howard Marshall, The Gospel of Luke: A Commentary on the
Greek Text, The New International Greek Testament Commentary
(Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdinans, 1978), 859.
40. "In the Gk. world dealing with a child- and rrmOEUELV means 'to
treat as a child' -included not only instruction but whipping too,
as frequently attested" (Bertram, "nmoEuw, KTA," 5:621).
41. Marshall, Luke, 859.
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of paideia in the Greek sources" (Part I above). Indeed, they
may be even harsher! For Bertram points out that beyond the
Bible there is no instance of the concrete sense of "strike" or
"scourge" being attached to instruction, 52 whereas in the Bible
the two are linked together nearly axiomatically. Consider that
oft-quoted ditty "spare the rod, spoil the child"; this is almost
certainly a corruption of the biblical admonition, "he that spareth his rod hateth his son: but he that loveth him chasteneth
him betimes [Emµe11.wc; 1tm0Eue1]" (Prov 13:24 LXX, according
to KJV). Against many modern objections to the contrary, it
must be maintained that here the Bible does encourage parents
to punish children corporally:

4:10-16). 42 This did not prevent a later legend to the effect that
Moses was a great orator;43 the source of this legend might be
Sirach 45:3 (LXX): "He gave him commands for his people, and
showed him part of his glory."44 According to Philo (Vita Mosis
i:23), Moses was an adept of the mysteries of Egypt; 45 further,
Luke's stylization of Jesus as a prophet "mighty in deed and
in word" (ouvan'>c; EV epy<.p Kai My<.p, Lk 24:19 RSV) is probably not by chance, but precisely because Moses was believed
to be the archetype of Luke's portrayal of Jesus in the Emmaus
story. 46 So we see that the seemingly straightforward statement
that Moses "was instructed [E1tm0Eu8ri] in all the wisdom of the
Egyptians" (Acts 7:22) was capable of considerable elaboration,
both when St. Luke wrote Acts originally and subsequently.
Thus, Bruce was correct in his opinion that, when considered
against its Hellenistic background, "Stephen [at Acts 7:22] expresses himself with greater moderation"47 than the literary
tradition against which this passage should be seen.
There is plenty in Scripture to justify those traditional views
that various back-to-the-basics educators typically espouse, for
example,

"Fathers, do not provoke your children to anger but bring
them up in the discipline and instruction of the Lord [Ev
nmoelc;i Kai vou8wlc;i Kuplou]" (Eph 6:4 RSV; emphasis
added); 48
"All scripture is inspired by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for training in righteousness [npoc; nmoelav T~V EV OLKaLOCTUVnl" (2 Tim p6
RSV; emphasis added);49
"My son, do not regard lightly the discipline of the Lord
[nmoelac; Kupiou]" (Heb 12:5 RSV; emphasis added); 50
"It is for discipline that you have to endure [Elc; nmoeiav
unoµevETe]. God is treating you as sons; for what son is
there whom his father does not discipline [ou 1tm0Eue1]? If
you are left without discipline [xwpic; ... nmoeiac;], in which
all have participated, then you are illegitimate children and
not sons" (Heb 12:7-8 RSV; emphasis added). 51
These passages - and many more could be provided- seem
every bit as harsh as the ones illustrating "the severe nature
42. "Exod. 4:10 LXX depicts him as even ioxvo<pwvoc;, 'stammering"'
(E. Haenchen, The Acts of the Apostles [Philadelphia, PA: Westminster, 1971), 281).
43. Ibid.
44. This is the suggestion ofHaenchen, Acts, 281 n. 1.
45. Ibid. Also, "Philo ... credits him with proficiency in arithmetic,
geometry, poetry, music, philosophy, astrology, and all branches
of education" (F. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles [Grand Rapids,
MI: Eerdmans, 1951; repr. 1986], 168).
46. Haenchen, Acts, 281 n. 1. See Bruce, Acts, 168; Marshall, Luke, 895.
47. Bruce, Acts, 168.
48. See Gn 18:19; Dt 6:7, 20-25; Ps 78:4; Prov 13:24; 19:18; 22:6; and so
forth.
49. See Dt 29:29; Ps 102:18; Heb 2:2; Rom 4:23-24; 15:4; 1 Cor 9:io; 10:11;
2 Pt 1:20, 21; and so forth.
50. See Prov 3:11-12.
51. See Dt 8:5; 2 Sm 7:14; Prov 13:24; 1 Pt 5:9.

Parents are encouraged to apply the rod of punishment to
drive out folly ([Prov] 22:15) so that the child will not follow
a path of destruction ([Prov] 19:18; 23=13-14). The rod 'imparts wisdom' ([Prov] 29:15) and promotes a healthy and
happy family ([Prov] 29:17). Discipline is rooted in love. 53
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But I digress. Here it is enough to point out that the Bible
does seem at first to support the nearly unbearable conservatism of the various no-nonsense educators. One such educator
whose work I have engaged lately is the evangelical Douglas
Wilson, pastor of Community Evangelical Fellowship in Moscow, Idaho, and organizer of the Association of Classical and
Christian Schools (ACCS). 54 In his book The Paideia of God and
Other Essays 55 Wilson admits that some of his positions-here
he describes seminary education - "may strike some as unnecessarily rigid or perhaps even severe."56 But this is not the
intent. Wilson continues:
It is freely admitted that various seminaries in the course of

their histories have served the cause of Christ ably and well,
and that many graduates of seminaries have been among the
church's brightest lights. Princeton had a glorious history,
for example. But we are not evaluating the system of seminary training on the basis of such individual achievements.
We should rather evaluate our system of ministerial training on the basis of the biblical case that can be made for it
and on the basis of its tendencies and fruit when considered
overall. Princeton did have a glorious history, but where is
she now? The evangelical church today is in a miserable and

52. Bertram, "nmoeuw, KTA;' 5:621.
53. R. G. Hoerber, and others, eds., Concordia Self-Study Bible (St.
Louis, MO: Concordia, 1986), 965 (on Prov 13:24).
54. For which see Gene Edward Veith, Classical Education (Washington, DC: Capital Research Center, 2001), 17-25. Wilson virtually
created the Logos School ex nihilo to accommodate the educational needs of his eldest daughter, born in the mid-seventies: "By the
1995/96 school year Logos had grown to 275 students, and it offered
a comprehensive kindergarten through high school curriculum.
Wilson's gift to his daughter was the pilot school which now has
launched a pioneering education movement" (p. 18).
55. Douglas Wilson, The Paideia of God and Other Essays on Education (Moscow, ID: Canon Press, 1999).
56. Ibid., 106.

39
wretched condition, and it must be asserted that our process of seminary education has been one of the central culprits. An unbiblical system, however well-intentioned, will
not bear biblical fruit over the course of generations. 57
I am sensitive to Wilson's thinking on seminary education
because I teach at seminary nowadays. Be that as it may, I think
it safe to say that the tenor of Wilson's remarks on education
varies little throughout the book, even as he weighs in on other
matters. For example, Wilson is of the opinion that public education is nearly everywhere corrupt; therefore concerned parents
and pastors should take it upon themselves to organize their
own superior school systems and thus eradicate the waste and
dysfunction that has become all but emblematic of public education in America. 58 Or since dress in so many public schools
leads children in some situations to conspicuous self-display on
the one hand, or to unbridled sloppiness or foppishness on the
other, parents and administrators should see to it that all children wear the same chaste, biblically mandated school clothes. 59
Don't get me wrong: much of what Wilson advocates is spot on
and so should be required reading for teachers in our Lutheran
schools, for instance, or for any Christian parent who genuinely

Against many modern objections to
the contrary, it must be maintained
that here the Bible does encourage
parents to punish children corporally.

cares about the education of his or her children. What I object
to most is Wilson's sense that Christian conservatism and Protestant principles allegedly drawn from Scripture must be the
be-all and end-all of education. In his chapter "Does Classical
Mean Reformed?" Wilson repeatedly answers that question in
the affirmative, 60 and for him "Reformed" invariably means
Calvinistic, Presbyterian, or that system of theology founded
upon the Westminster Confession. 61 For Wilson, Lutheran

57. Ibid.
58. "The Paideia of God"; "Teaching Disadilities [sic]: Why Johnny
Doesn't Learn Much Anymore"; and "A Brief Statement Against
Vouchers." The three essays are in The Paideia of God, 9-15, 17-32,
and 33-38, respectively.
59. Wilson, "The Biblical Meaning of School Clothes," in The Paideia
of God, 39-53.
60. Wilson, "Does Classical Mean Reformed?" in The Paideia of God,
55-75.
61. For example, "A school does not have to be Reformed in the narrow
sense. But every school that attempts to join with us in rebuilding
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possess a considerable range of meanings in the New Testament also, 37 and that is the first point to make. Take the verb
nmoeuw, for example, for which LSJ supplies the meaning "I
bring up or rear a child"; 38 we see the same general meaning
attached to Acts 7:22: "Moses was instructed [Enmoeu8ri] in all
the wisdom of the Egyptians" (RSV; emphasis added). Contrast this generic meaning with a more specialized nuance of
nmoeuw in Luke 23:16: "I will therefore chastise him [nmoeuaac;
... aM6v] and release him" (RSV; identically in Lk 23:22). With
respect to the latter passage, I. Howard Marshall writes that
Luke chose nmoeuw because the education of children was
"understood to include whipping as well as instruction." 39
What Luke desired to emphasize in his telling of the Passion
was that Pilate supposed Jesus innocent and was resolved to
let him go; however, to appease the Jews and punish Jesus for
being a nuisance, Pilate intended to submit Jesus to a scourging (nmOEuiaac;) - literally, to "treat [him] as a child," or "teach
him a lesson."40 Interestingly, the Marean parallel provides a
different perspective on the same event. There <ppayeAA6w occurs: "and having scourged Jesus [<ppayeAAwaac;] he delivered
him to be crucified" (Mk 15:15 RSV; emphasis added): "The
word [nau'ieuiaac;] may indicate a less severe punishment than
<ppayeH6w, which is used in Mk. 15:15 of the scourging which
was a preliminary to crucifixion."41

There is plenty in Scripture to justify
those traditional views that various
back-to-the-basics educators
typically espouse.

But let us return to that first passage above wherein Stephen, at his martyrdom, remarked that Moses "was instructed
[Enmoeu8ri] in all the wisdom of the Egyptians" (Acts 7:22 RSV;
emphasis added). No more generic significance of nmoeuw
might seem to exist; however, a little probing reveals that here
too the Greek text reveals much more than standard translations into English suggest. As most know, Aaron became Moses' spokesman because the latter was devoid of eloquence (Ex

37. For the use of rrau5Ela and related words in the New Testament see
note 11 above.
38. See note 8 above.
39. I. Howard Marshall, The Gospel of Luke: A Commentary on the

Greek Text, The New International Greek Testament Commentary
(Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdinans, 1978), 859.
40. "In the Gk. world dealing with a child- and 7tctLOEUELV means 'to
treat as a child' -included not only instruction but whipping too,
as frequently attested" (Bertram, "rrmoEuw, KTA," 5:621).
41. Marshall, Luke, 859.
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of paideia in the Greek sources" (Part I above). Indeed, they
may be even harsher! For Bertram points out that beyond the
Bible there is no instance of the concrete sense of "strike" or
"scourge" being attached to instruction, 52 whereas in the Bible
the two are linked together nearly axiomatically. Consider that
oft-quoted ditty "spare the rod, spoil the child"; this is almost
certainly a corruption of the biblical admonition, "he that spareth his rod hateth his son: but he that loveth him chasteneth
him betimes [Emµe;\.wc; nmOEuet)" (Prov 13:24 LXX, according
to KJV). Against many modern objections to the contrary, it
must be maintained that here the Bible does encourage parents
to punish children corporally:

4:10-16). 42 This did not prevent a later legend to the effect that
Moses was a great orator; 43 the source of this legend might be
Sirach 45:3 (LXX): "He gave him commands for his people, and
showed him part of his glory."44 According to Philo (Vita Mosis
i:23), Moses was an adept of the mysteries of Egypt; 45 further,
Luke's stylization of Jesus as a prophet "mighty in deed and
in word" (ouvan'>c; Ev epyq.> Kal A6yq.>, Lk 24:19 RSV) is probably not by chance, but precisely because Moses was believed
to be the archetype of Luke's portrayal of Jesus in the Emmaus
story. 46 So we see that the seemingly straightforward statement
that Moses "was instructed [Enmoeu8ri] in all the wisdom of the
Egyptians" (Acts 7:22) was capable of considerable elaboration,
both when St. Luke wrote Acts originally and subsequently.
Thus, Bruce was correct in his opinion that, when considered
against its Hellenistic background, "Stephen [at Acts 7:22) expresses himself with greater moderation"47 than the literary
tradition against which this passage should be seen.
There is plenty in Scripture to justify those traditional views
that various back-to-the-basics educators typically espouse, for
example,

"Fathers, do not provoke your children to anger but bring
them up in the discipline and instruction of the Lord [Ev
nmOEi<;t Kal vou8wl<;t Kup[ou)" (Eph 6:4 RSV; emphasis
added); 48
"All scripture is inspired by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for training in righteousness [npoc; nmOE[av T~V EV OlKaLOauvnJ" (2 Tim p6
RSV; emphasis added);49
"My son, do not regard lightly the discipline of the Lord
[nmoEiac; Kuplou]" (Heb 12:5 RSV; emphasis added); 50
"It is for discipline that you have to endure [Eic; nmOE[av
unoµevETE]. God is treating you as sons; for what son is
there whom his father does not discipline [ou nmOEUEL]? If
you are left without discipline [xwplc; ... nmoeiac;J, in which
all have participated, then you are illegitimate children and
not sons" (Heb 12:7-8 RSV; emphasis added). 51
These passages - and many more could be provided- seem
every bit as harsh as the ones illustrating "the severe nature

Parents are encouraged to apply the rod of punishment to
drive out folly ([Prov] 22:15) so that the child will not follow
a path of destruction ([Prov] 19:18; 2p3-14). The rod 'imparts wisdom' ([Prov] 29:15) and promotes a healthy and
happy family ([Prov] 29:17). Discipline is rooted in love. 53
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But I digress. Here it is enough to point out that the Bible
does seem at first to support the nearly unbearable conservatism of the various no-nonsense educators. One such educator
whose work I have engaged lately is the evangelical Douglas
Wilson, pastor of Community Evangelical Fellowship in Moscow, Idaho, and organizer of the Association of Classical and
Christian Schools (ACCS). 54 In his book The Paideia of God and
Other Essays 55 Wilson admits that some of his positions-here
he describes seminary education - "may strike some as unnecessarily rigid or perhaps even severe."56 But this is not the
intent. Wilson continues:
It is freely admitted that various seminaries in the course of

their histories have served the cause of Christ ably and well,
and that many graduates of seminaries have been among the
church's brightest lights. Princeton had a glorious history,
for example. But we are not evaluating the system of seminary training on the basis of such individual achievements.
We should rather evaluate our system of ministerial training on the basis of the biblical case that can be made for it
and on the basis of its tendencies and fruit when considered
overall. Princeton did have a glorious history, but where is
she now? The evangelical church today is in a miserable and

42. "Exod. 4:10 LXX depicts him as even icrxvocpwvoc:;, 'stammering"'

43.
44.
45.

46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

(E. Haenchen, The Acts of the Apostles [Philadelphia, PA: Westminster, 1971], 281).
Ibid.
This is the suggestion ofHaenchen, Acts, 281 n. 1.
Ibid. Also, "Philo ... credits him with proficiency in arithmetic,
geometry, poetry, music, philosophy, astrology, and all branches
of education" (F. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles [Grand Rapids,
MI: Eerdmans, 1951; repr. 1986], 168).
Haenchen, Acts, 281 n. 1. See Bruce, Acts, 168; Marshall, Luke, 895.
Bruce, Acts, 168.
See Gn 18:19; Dt 6:7, 20-25; Ps 78:4; Prov 13:24; 19:18; 22:6; and so
forth.
See Dt 29:29; Ps 102:18; Heb 2:2; Rom 4:23-24; 15:4; 1 Cor 9:10; 10:11;
2 Pt 1:20, 21; and so forth.
See Prov 3:11-12.
See Dt 8:5; 2 Sm 7:14; Prov 13:24; 1 Pt 5:9.

52. Bertram, "rrmOEUW, KTA;' 5:621.
53. R. G. Hoerber, and others, eds., Concordia Self-Study Bible (St.
Louis, MO: Concordia, 1986), 965 (on Prov 13:24).
54. For which see Gene Edward Veith, Classical Education (Washington, DC: Capital Research Center, 2001), 17-25. Wilson virtually

created the Logos School ex nihilo to accommodate the educational needs of his eldest daughter, born in the mid-seventies: "By the
1995/96 school year Logos had grown to 275 students, and it offered
a comprehensive kindergarten through high school curriculum.
Wilson's gift to his daughter was the pilot school which now has
launched a pioneering education movement" (p. 18).
55. Douglas Wilson, The Paideia of God and Other Essays on Education (Moscow, ID: Canon Press, 1999).
56. Ibid., 106.
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wretched condition, and it must be asserted that our process of seminary education has been one of the central culprits. An unbiblical system, however well-intentioned, will
not bear biblical fruit over the course of generations. 5 7
I am sensitive to Wilson's thinking on seminary education
because I teach at seminary nowadays. Be that as it may, I think
it safe to say that the tenor of Wilson's remarks on education
varies little throughout the book, even as he weighs in on other
matters. For example, Wilson is of the opinion that public education is nearly everywhere corrupt; therefore concerned parents
and pastors should take it upon themselves to organize their
own superior school systems and thus eradicate the waste and
dysfunction that has become all but emblematic of public education in America. 58 Or since dress in so many public schools
leads children in some situations to conspicuous self-display on
the one hand, or to unbridled sloppiness or foppishness on the
other, parents and administrators should see to it that all children wear the same chaste, biblically mandated school clothes. s9
Don't get me wrong: much of what Wilson advocates is spot on
and so should be required reading for teachers in our Lutheran
schools, for instance, or for any Christian parent who genuinely

Against many modern objections to
the contrary, it must be maintained
that here the Bible does encourage
parents to punish children corporally.

cares about the education of his or her children. What I object
to most is Wilson's sense that Christian conservatism and Protestant principles allegedly drawn from Scripture must be the
be-all and end-all of education. In his chapter "Does Classical
Mean Reformed?" Wilson repeatedly answers that question in
the affirmative, 60 and for him "Reformed" invariably means
Calvinistic, Presbyterian, or that system of theology founded
upon the Westminster Confession. 61 For Wilson, Lutheran

57. Ibid.
58. "The Paideia of God"; "Teaching Disadilities [sic]: Why Johnny

Doesn't Learn Much Anymore"; and "A Brief Statement Against
Vouchers." The three essays are in The Paideia of God, 9-15, 17-32,
and 33-38, respectively.
59. Wilson, "The Biblical Meaning of School Clothes," in The Paideia
of God, 39-53.
60. Wilson, "Does Classical Mean Reformed?" in The Paideia of God,
55-75.
61. For example, "A school does not have to be Reformed in the narrow

sense. But every school that attempts to join with us in rebuilding
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40
is just one species of orthodox Protestantism, 62 and no great
shake. I would maintain, however, that being a Lutheran educator (and not just a generic Christian one) is significant and does
considerably influence one's understanding of the ideal paideia.
And what is the "ideal paideia"? Answer: that which "schools"
us sinners in Christ, even when teaching establishments and
educational delivery systems differ markedly- or even leave
much to be desired.
BIBLICAL PAIDEIA IS INTENDED FOR ALL
CHRISTIANS, NOT JUST CHILDREN
We have already met the nmoaywy6c;, that gruff "boy-leader"
ancient fathers used to ensure that sons got to and from school
without dalliance, paid due attention in class, completed assignments, comported themselves appropriately in polite society, and declaimed Homer and other classical authors without
barbarisms. 63 In the New Testament nmoaywy6c; occurs three
times in two separate locations (1 Cor 4:15; Gal 3:24, 25); in the
first Paul writes that although the Corinthians have ten thousand paidagagoi in Christ, they do not have many fathers, "for
I became your father in Christ Jesus through the gospel" (1 Cor
4:15: µupiouc; is the word Paul chooses, of spiritual "tutors" who,
no doubt, seemed significant to the Corinthian Christians at
the time)-there was only one "father" (that is, Paul himself)
who, through the gospel, had actually brought the Corinthians to new life in Christ-that is, had "birthed" them "through
the gospel" (Ota TOU euayye,dou ... eyevv11aa). 64 So the passage
maintains the tremendous divide in Greco-Roman society between the paterfamilias (free-born, citizen, fully enfranchised,
and so forth) and the innumerable slave-tutors one imagines
scurried about the master's house - poking one boy, prodding
another, cuffing still another - each doing his respective part to
mold son material into perfect Roman gentlemen! 65
A comparable picture appears in Galatians 3:24-26. Paul
writes that

62.

63.
64.

65.

the ruins of Western culture should, at the very least, have a great,
informed appreciation for one of the great foundation stones of that
culture-and that is the reformational [sic) world and life view. At
the very least, ACCS schools should expect to attract Reformed
applicants for teaching positions and Reformed parents seeking to
enroll their children. And it is my conviction that any school that
is nervous about this or hostile to it cannot hope to maintain an
education that presents any alternative to the foolishness of modernity" (Wilson, The Paideia of God, 56).
For example, "The classical Christian school movement is, in fact,
self-consciously in the stream of historic Protestant orthodoxy.
Most of those involved are in fact Reformed, while some are Lutheran, and some are part of that vanishing breed, the vertebrate
evangelical" (Ibid., 55).
See quotations from Ps-Plutarch De Liberis Educandis 3f, 4a, 4b,
4c, and 5a in Part I above.
"The phrasing shows that fatherhood is no mere metaphor; it is
real. 'spiritual' fatherhood" (H. Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians,
Hermeneia [Philadelphia, PA: Fortress, 1975), 91). For Paul's spiritual "fatherhood" elsewhere see Philemon 10.
For the role of nauSaywyo[ in general in Roman society see J. G.
Nordling, Philemon, Concordia Commentary Series (St. Louis,
MO: Concordia, 2004), 78-79.

the law [6 v6µoc;] was our slave master unto Christ
[nmoaywyoc; ~µwv yeyovev Elc; Xp1a-r6v] in order that we
might be justified by faith. But since faith came [eA801'.Ja11c;
... T~c; niaTewc;] we are no longer under the slave master
[ouKETL imo nm8aywy6v foµev]. For you are all sons of
God [uiol 8eou] through faith in Christ Jesus.
I have taken the liberty of translating the passage afresh since
the standard versions detract from the tremendous idea that
the original Greek conveys. Here Paul places Christians into
the position of son and God's law (6 v6µoc;) into the position of
the nmoaywy6c;. But what does Elc; XptaT6v mean? Too many
translations render "until Christ came" (RSV NRSV TEV NET
TNIV), which is certainly possible on the basis of salvation history;66 however, I believe a truer sense of the passage emerges
from the understanding that here Paul speaks of the law delivering previously enslaved humanity "unto Christ" (KJV NKJV)
or just "to Christ" (NIV). 67 Paul has just written that before faith
came, we were "kept under the law [uno v6µov E<ppoupouµe8a],
shut up unto the faith which should afterwards be revealed
[auyKAEL6µevm Elc; T~v µeAAouaav nianv anoKaAu<p8~vm)"
(Gal 3:23 KJV). As Paul personifies sin as "lady sin" or "mistress
sin" (my own imaginative translation of aµapTiav, Gal 3:22),
so he personifies the law as "the universal prison warden" in
Gal 3:23. 68 But under God's even stricter watch, the law-that
harsh nmoaywy6c;-unto-Christ {Gal 3:24a)-was constrained
to deliver us directly to God's Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, for
ransom and deliverance. As so often happens, Luther manages
to summarize nicely such profundities and capture the evangelical intent of otherwise obscure passages. Expanding upon
the idea that the law is our custodian unto Christ (Gal 3:24a),
Luther writes:
Just as boys are under a custodian until they acquire their
inheritance - that is, to be trained by him for the purpose
of attaining the inheritance - so the Law is our custodian to Christ, that is, in order that after being driven and
trained by the Law we may be made ready to seek and sigh
for Christ, for faith, and for the inheritance. For the Law, as
I have said, prepares for grace in that it reveals and increases sin; it humbles the proud, so that they long for Christ's
help .... Thus we read in Ps. 69:16: "For Thy steadfast love
is good, 0 Lord." Why? Because Thy Law, 0 Lord, is bitter.
Accordingly, a boy will not remain under a custodian but

66. See Rom 10:4; Gal 3=19. Also, "until the advent of Christ. As in [Gal
3:]23, the basic force of the preposition eis [Eic;] is temporal, 'until"'
(J. L. Martyn, Galatians, Anchor Bible 33A [New York: Doubleday,
1997), 363).
67. "There is also ... a minor note of purpose, in the strictly limited
sense that Paul speaks not of the goal of the Law itself-as though
it had been a friendly teacher - but rather of the goal God had in
mind even during the period of the Law.... The Law was compelled to serve God's intention simply by holding all human beings in a bondage that precluded every route of deliverance except
that of Christ" (Martyn, Galatians, 364).
68. So Martyn, Galatians.
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will be instructed, so that receiving his inheritance may be
sweeter for him. Thus the Law renders the grace of God
sweeter and commends it. Accordingly, Paul sets forth the
aim of the Law uncommonly well. He says that it is not our
righteousness and our fulfilling of the Law but our sighing to Christ, in order that its fulfillment may be sought
through faith in him. (AE 27: 278-79)
A point that I would like to make is that the biblical paideia - despite this word's reliance upon the verbal cognate naic;
("child") - is obviously intended for all Christians, not just
children. Wilson assumes - as do so many education theorists ,
nowadays - that the paideia worth contending for involves
children nearly exclusively, which accounts for the current emphasis on uniforms, technology, what teachers should be doing
in the classroom, various techniques involved, banding together with like-minded parents to withstand alien methodologies
that can harm children, and so forth. However, if I read the
New Testament evidence correctly, the paideia that matters is
intended for anyone who is a Christian: both young and old,
both child, youth, adult, and aged senex. In other words, every
Christian 'finds him- or herself in the son's position vis-a-vis the
law that delivers one to Christ, God and his word, the kingdom
of heaven, the evangelical sacraments, and so forth, and we
never "outgrow" this position this side of heaven. Some sense
of this animates all those passages I quoted earlier as grist for
traditional views on education - namely, Ephesians 6:4; 2 Timothy 3:16; Hebrews 12:5; and Hebrews 12:7-8 {in Part II above).
We have not the time here to engage those earlier passages.
However, consider the following additional passage which, in
its way, very much supports the point I am trying to make:
We have had earthly fathers to discipline us [nUTepac;
dxoµev nmOrnTac;] and we respected them. Shall we not
much more be subject to the Father of spirits and live? For
they disciplined us for a short time at their pleasure [o{ µev
... KaTa To 8oKouv auToic; enaioeuov], but he disciplines
us for our good that we may share his holiness. For the
moment all discipline seems painful rather than pleasant
[mfoa ... nmoeia ... OU OOKEL xapac; dvm (l/\A(l Aun11c;];
later it yields the peaceful fruit of righteousness to those
who have been irained by it. (Heb 12:9-11 RSV)
The writer of Hebrews participates here in a rhetorical a min ore ad maius ("from lesser to greater"). He uses earthly fathers
and discipline of the sort that we have all experienced in our
respective childhoods as a kind of bridge linking Christians to
the divine paideia that God metes out. The author of Hebrews
understands that the discipline of human fathers has always
been a bit idiosyncratic - "as seems best to them" (KaTa To
OoKouv mhoic;), he writes, somewhat tongue-in-cheek;69 how69. For numerous examples of bad paternal discipline in the classical
sources see J. Moffatt, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the
Epistle to the Hebrews, International Critical Commentary (Edinburgh. Scotland: T. & T. Clark. 1924; repr. 1968), 203-4.
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ever, the divine paideia that the Christian is subject to "is for
our good, that we may share [in) his holiness [enl To auµcpepov
eic; To µnaAapdv T~c; ay16TT]TOc; mhou]" (Heb 12:10). The word
which the Revised Standard Version translates "holiness" (~
ay16TT]c;) is rare in the New Testament; 70 Moffatt may well be
correct in his interpretation that here "the divine life" is meant,
apart from which "no one shall see the Lord."71 It requires
faith to trust that the painful paideia one experiences at various points in life is the one that God intends for the individual
Christian - that it is not just "one damn thing after another."
But this is the understanding faith affords. As one of our beloved hymns puts it so well:
What God ordains is always good;
His will abideth holy.
As He directs my life for me,
I follow meek and lowly.
My God indeed
In every need
Doth well know how to shield me;
To Him, then, I will yield me. (TLH 521:1)
This is the hymn I used to sing each home visit to Albert and
Minnie Leveranz, long-time members of Grace English Lutheran Church (Chicago, Illinois), whose only son had died horribly
in a fire many years before, provoking the long-standing question, Why, Lord? Since that time there had been many reverses
in the Leveranz family: old age with its ailments, a bitter and
resentful spirit on the part of Minnie (which clashed often with
Al's steadier disposition), and a rich faith life at Grace English
reduced to monthly visits with the pastor, and the blessed sacrament. Also they had to put up with my singing that hymn for
them many times - nearly every time I visited them, in fact,
for several years - while both became weaker, grumpier, and
more depressed. Faith accepts that as God "directs my life for
me, I follow meek and lowly." Which is to say that as Jesus bore
his cross in disgrace and humiliation to Golgotha with all our
sins attached, so the Christian of whatever station - both great
and small, both child and adult- likewise is given a cross to
bear along with Jesus. Such, I submit, is the true "paideia of
the Lord" that has been the subject of this article. We cannot
allow Douglas Wilson and other well-meaning conservatives to
restrict the "paideia of God" to children! No, in our respective
baptisms into Christ Jesus and in our respective callings in this
world, we are all being trained in the faith- "schooled in the
gospel," so to speak.

70. The only other place it may occur is 2 Cor 1:12 wherein, in most
versions, anA6nJTL ("sincerity") occurs (a2 D F G 075 6104 263 424*
436 etc.), not ay1<'>n1n ("holiness") (so P46 a* AB CK P q, 0121
0150 0243 33 81 256 etc.).
71. Moffatt, Hebrews, 204. Also, "the supreme good that He has in
view for His children is this, that they should share His holiness"
(F. F. Bruce, The Epistle to the Hebrews, The New International
Commentary on the New Testament [Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1964; repr. 1984], 359).
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is just one species of orthodox Protestantism, 62 and no great
shake. I would maintain, however, that being a Lutheran educator (and not just a generic Christian one) is significant and does
considerably influence one's understanding of the ideal paideia.
And what is the "ideal paideia"? Answer: that which "schools"
us sinners in Christ, even when teaching establishments and
educational delivery systems differ markedly- or even leave
much to be desired.
BIBLICAL PAIDEIA IS INTENDED FOR ALL
CHRISTIANS, NOT JUST CHILDREN
We have already met the nmoaywy6c;, that gruff "boy-leader"
ancient fathers used to ensure that sons got to and from school
without dalliance, paid due attention in class, completed assignments, comported themselves appropriately in polite society, and declaimed Homer and other classical authors without
barbarisms. 63 In the New Testament nm8aywy6c; occurs three
times in two separate locations (1 Cor 4:15; Gal 3:24, 25); in the
first Paul writes that although the Corinthians have ten thousand paidagagoi in Christ, they do not have many fathers, "for
I became your father in Christ Jesus through the gospel" (1 Cor
4:15: µuplouc; is the word Paul chooses, of spiritual "tutors" who,
no doubt, seemed significant to the Corinthian Christians at
the time) - there was only one "father" (that is, Paul himself)
who, through the gospel, had actually brought the Corinthians to new life in Christ-that is, had "birthed" them "through
the gospel" (Ota TOD euayyeAlou ... EYEVVf]<Ja). 64 So the passage
maintains the tremendous divide in Greco-Roman society between the paterfamilias (free-born, citizen, fully enfranchised,
and so forth) and the innumerable slave-tutors one imagines
scurried about the master's house-poking one boy, prodding
another, cuffing still another - each doing his respective part to
mold son material into perfect Roman gentlemen! 65
A comparable picture appears in Galatians 3:24-26. Paul
writes that

62.

63.
64.

65.

the ruins of Western culture should, at the very least, have a great,
informed appreciation for one of the great foundation stones of that
culture-and that is the reformational [sic] world and life view. At
the very least, ACCS schools should expect to attract Reformed
applicants for teaching positions and Reformed parents seeking to
enroll their children. And it is my conviction that any school that
is nervous about this or hostile to it cannot hope to maintain an
education that presents any alternative to the foolishness of modernity" (Wilson, The Paideia of God, 56).
For example, "The classical Christian sch_ool movement is, in fact,
self-consciously in the stream of historic Protestant orthodoxy.
Most of those involved are in fact Reformed, while some are Lutheran, and some are part of that vanishing breed, the vertebrate
evangelical" (Ibid., 55).
See quotations from Ps-Plutarch De Liberis Educandis 3f, 4a, 4b,
4c, and 5a in Part r above.
"The phrasing shows that fatherhood is no mere metaphor; it is
real, 'spiritual' fatherhood" (H. Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians,
Hermeneia [Philadelphia, PA: Fortress, 1975], 91). For Paul's spiritual "fatherhood" elsewhere see Philemon 10.
For the role of nmoaywyoi in general in Roman society see J. G.
Nordling, Philemon, Concordia Commentary Series (St. Louis,
MO: Concordia, 2004), 78-79.

the law (6 v6µoc;] was our slave master unto Christ
[nm<Saywyoc; ~µwv yeyovev de; XptaT6v] in order that we
might be justified by faith. But since faith came [EA8oforic;
... T~c; nlaTewc;] we are no longer under the slave master
[oUKETl uno nmoaywy6v foµev]. For you are all sons of
God [utol 8rnf>] through faith in Christ Jesus.
I have taken the liberty of translating the passage afresh since
the standard versions detract from the tremendous idea that
the original Greek conveys. Here Paul places Christians into
the position of son and God's law (6 v6µoc;) into the position of
the nmoaywy6c;. But what does de; XptaT6v mean? Too many
translations render "until Christ came" (RSV NRSV TEV NET
TNIV), which is certainly possible on the basis of salvation history;66 however, I believe a truer sense of the passage emerges
from the understanding that here Paul speaks of the law delivering previously enslaved humanity "unto Christ" (KJV NKJV)
or just "to Christ" (NIV). 67 Paul has just written that before faith
came, we were "kept under the law [uno v6µov e<ppoupouµe8a],
shut up unto the faith which should afterwards be revealed
[cruyKAEL6µevo1 de; T~v µeUouaav nlaTLV anoKaAu<p8~vm]"
(Gal 3:23 KJV). As Paul personifies sin as "lady sin" or "mistress
sin" (my own imaginative translation of aµapTiav, Gal 3:22),
so he personifies the law as "the universal prison warden" in
Gal 3:23. 68 But under God's even stricter watch, the law-that
harsh nmoaywy6c;-unto-Christ (Gal 3:24a)-was constrained
to deliver us directly to God's Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, for
ransom and deliverance. As so often happens, Luther manages
to summarize nicely such profundities and capture the evangelical intent of otherwise obscure passages. Expanding upon
the idea that the law is our custodian unto Christ (Gal 3:24a),
Luther writes:
Just as boys are under a custodian until they acquire their
inheritance - that is, to be trained by him for the purpose
of attaining the inheritance - so the Law is our custodian to Christ, that is, in order that after being driven and
trained by the Law we may be made ready to seek and sigh
for Christ, for faith, and for the inheritance. For the Law, as
I have said, prepares for grace in that it reveals and increases sin; it humbles the proud, so that they long for Christ's
help .... Thus we read in Ps. 69:16: "For Thy steadfast love
is good, 0 Lord." Why? Because Thy Law, 0 Lord, is bitter.
Accordingly, a boy will not remain under a custodian but

66. See Rom 10:4; Gal 3:19. Also, "until the advent of Christ. As in [Gal
3:]23, the basic force of the preposition eis [de;] is temporal, 'until'"
(J. L. Martyn, Galatians, Anchor Bible 33A [New York: Doubleday,
1997], 363).
67. "There is also ... a minor note of purpose, in the strictly limited
sense that Paul speaks not of the goal of the Law itself- as though
it had been a friendly teacher- but rather of the goal God had in
mind even during the period of the Law.... The Law was compelled to serve God's intention simply by holding all human beings in a bondage that precluded every route of deliverance except
that of Christ" (Martyn, Galatians, 364).
68. So Martyn, Galatians.
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will be instructed, so that receiving his inheritance may be
sweeter for him. Thus the Law renders the grace of God
sweeter and commends it. Accordingly, Paul sets forth the
aim of the Law uncommonly well. He says that it is not our
righteousness and our fulfilling of the Law but our sighing to Christ, in order that its fulfillment may be sought
through faith in him. (AE 27: 278-79)
A point that I would like to make is that the biblical paideia - despite this word's reliance upon the verbal cognate naic;
("child")-is obviously intended for all Christians, not just
children. Wilson assumes - as do so many education theorists ·
nowadays - that the paideia worth contending for involves
children nearly exclusively, which accounts for the current emphasis on uniforms, technology, what teachers should be doing
in the classroom, various techniques involved, banding together with like-minded parents to withstand alien methodologies
that can harm children, and so forth. However, if I read the
New Testament evidence correctly, the paideia that matters is
intended for anyone who is a Christian: both young and old,
both child, youth, adult, and aged senex. In other words, every
Christian 'finds him- or herself in the son's position vis-a-vis the
law that delivers one to Christ, God and his word, the kingdom
of heaven, the evangelical sacraments, and so forth, and we
never "outgrow" this position this side of heaven. Some sense
of this animates all those passages I quoted earlier as grist for
traditional views on education - namely, Ephesians 6:4; 2 Timothy 3=16; Hebrews 12:5; and Hebrews 12:7-8 (in Part n above).
We have not the time here to engage those earlier passages.
However, consider the following additional passage which, in
its way, very much supports the point I am trying to make:
We have had earthly fathers to discipline us (naTepac;
E'ixoµev nmoeuTac;] and we respected them. Shall we not
much more be subject to the Father of spirits and live? For
they disciplined us for a short time at their pleasure [o[ µev
... KaTa To OoKof>v auwic; enaloeuov], but he disciplines
us for our good that we may share his holiness. For the
moment all discipline seems painful rather than pleasant
[mfoa ... nmoela ... OU COKEL xapac; ELVaL UAACl AUrtf]c;];
later it yields the peaceful fruit of righteousness to those
who have been trained by it. (Heb 12:9-11 RSV)
The writer of Hebrews participates here in a rhetorical a minore ad maius ("from lesser to greater"). He uses earthly fathers
and discipline of the sort that we have all experienced in our
respective childhoods as a kind of bridge linking Christians to
the divine paideia that God metes out. The author of Hebrews
understands that the discipline of human fathers has always
been a bit idiosyncratic - "as seems best to them" (KUTa To
OoKof>v auwic;), he writes, somewhat tongue-in-cheek;69 how69. For numerous examples of bad paternal discipline in the classical
sources see J. Moffatt, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the
Epistle to the Hebrews, International Critical Commentary (Edinburgh, Scotland: T. & T. Clark, 1924; repr. 1968), 203-4.
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ever, the divine paideia that the Christian is subject to "is for
our good, that we may share [in] his holiness [eni To auµcpepov
de; To µnaAaPEiv T~c; ay16Tf]Toc; ai>Tof>]" (Heb 12:10). The word
which the Revised Standard Version translates "holiness" (~
ay16n1c;) is rare in the New Testament; 70 Moffatt may well be
correct in his interpretation that here "the divine life" is meant,
apart from which "no one shall see the Lord." 71 It requires
faith to trust that the painful paideia one experiences at various points in life is the one that God intends for the individual
Christian-that it is not just "one damn thing after another."
But this is the understanding faith affords. As one of our beloved hymns puts it so well:
What God ordains is always good;
His will abideth holy.
As He directs my life for me,
I follow meek and lowly.
My God indeed
In every need
Doth well know how to shield me;
To Him, then, I will yield me. (TLH 521:1)
This is the hymn I used to sing each home visit to Albert and
Minnie Leveranz, long-time members of Grace English Lutheran Church (Chicago, Illinois), whose only son had died horribly
in a fire many years before, provoking the long-standing question, Why, Lord? Since that time there had been many reverses
in the Leveranz family: old age with its ailments, a bitter and
resentful spirit on the part of Minnie (which clashed often with
Al's steadier disposition), and a rich faith life at Grace English
reduced to monthly visits with the pastor, and the blessed sacrament. Also they had to put up with my singing that hymn for
them many times - nearly every time I visited them, in fact,
for several years -while both became weaker, grumpier, and
more depressed. Faith accepts that as God "directs my life for
me, I follow meek and lowly." Which is to say that as Jesus bore
his cross in disgrace and humiliation to Golgotha with all our
sins attached, so the Christian of whatever station - both great
and small, both child and adult - likewise is given a cross to
bear along with Jesus. Such, I submit, is the true "paideia of
the Lord" that has been the subject of this article. We cannot
allow Douglas Wilson and other well-meaning conservatives to
restrict the "paideia of God" to children! No, in our respective
baptisms into Christ Jesus and in our respective callings in this
world, we are all being trained in the faith- "schooled in the
gospel," so to speak.

70. The only other place it may occur is 2 Cor 1:12 wherein, in most
versions, anX6TT)TL ("sincerity") occurs (a2 D F G 075 6104 263 424*
436 etc.), not ay16TT)TL ("holiness") (so P46 a* AB C K p '¥ 0121
0150 0243 33 81 256 etc.).
71. Moffatt, Hebrews, 204. Also, "the supreme good that He has in
view for His children is this, that they should share His holiness"
(F. F. Bruce, The Epistle to the Hebrews, The New International
Commentary on the New Testament [Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1964; repr. 1984], 359).
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CONCLUSION
Thus "the paideia of the Lord" is not so much a banding-together to protect our children from the pernicious influences
of American education (as some believe) as it is rather the way
that God uses in his fatherly goodness to school his saints
through the crosses he sends, the frustrations we experience,
the daily dying-to-self and rising-to-new-life-again in Christ
Jesus that happens as we repent of our sins and so are forgiven

"1he paideia of the Lord" is the way
that God uses in his fatherly goodness to school his saints through the
crosses he sends.

for Jesus' sake through the pastor's absolution and preaching of
the gospel. I would have to say that, theologically, rrmoeLia"and
(especially) the rrmoaywy6c; are both constructs of God's law
which, in themselves, cannot save - and, indeed - increase our
distress. For the Christian, however, even the severe law with
all its accusations and demands is transformed so that under

God's fatherly guidance there is a unique paideia that God has
prepared just for me to kick out all those false props that do
not want me to "hallow God's name nor let his kingdom come"
(Lord's Prayer, Third Petition). But the cross that God assigns
and the troubles that befall help me - kicking against the
pricks the while -to call out for God's mercies in spite of myself, to trust God's promises in his word instead of what my eyes
can see, and to hunger and thirst for Christ's kingdom and his
righteousness instead of wallow in my own subjective feelings
and experiences of things in this world, which is passing away.
Paideia of this type is painful and life-long. We could never endure it were it not for Christ and the gospel we are privileged
to hear. But with Christ, the sinner, forgiven and restored, can
cope -yea, can more than cope. With Christ at his side the
Christian can in fact bear his cross well and faithfully, and help
others to do the same. I leave you now with another great hymn
ringing in your ears:
The Word they still shall let remain
Nor any thanks have for it;
He's by our side upon the plain
With his good gifts and Spirit.
And take they our life,
Goods, fame, child, and wife,
Let these all be gone,
They yet have nothing won;
The kingdom ours remaineth. (TLH 262:4)
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